
Dear Lenka Kaciakova, 
 

My name is Hassan DuRant, a young and experienced professional writer in the United States. 
After reading Rebecca Harwick’s article on Wooga’s storytelling ethos, I knew I had to apply for your Lead 
Writer position. Her thoughts on evoking player empathy are what I strive for in all my writing. I would 
love to work for a studio that shows such commitment to telling well-crafted stories. 

My seven years of professional writing experience comes from diverse media, including 
screenwriting, stage writing, science journalism, and marketing.  

Here’s a taste of what I’ve been up to lately: 

In 2017, Materia Collective contracted me to write the script for an adaptation of a well-known 
‘90s RPG. I’ve taken a leadership role within our small writing team, helping the other writers to think 
critically about the structure of the work and its themes, and how we can best adapt the existing world 
for a new medium. The team has praised me for my ability to think at an audience level. With every new 
draft, I take time to consider how pacing and structure will affect the people consuming our work.   

For the past couple of months, I’ve been working with an editor at Choice of Games on a 
narrative adventure game. This has given me even more practice with worldbuilding, as I’m tasked with 
creating the setting from whole cloth. 

I’m quite involved with my local game development scene, attending game jams as a composer, 
sound designer, and copy editor, as well as a creative vision-keeper. In Summer 2015, I led a team of 
designers to create a video game demo for a local showcase. 

I’d love to chat with you about how my experience can help Wooga to create engaging narratives 
for a casual gaming audience. Please see a portfolio I curated for your team at hadurant.com/wooga. If 
you like what you see, shoot me a message at me@hadurant.com. I’ll be sure to follow up with you in a 
week or so. 

 

Thanks so much for your time! 

 

- Hassan DuRant 

 

 


